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REGULAR ELEMENTS OF SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAIC GROUPS
by ROBERT STEINBERG

§ i. Introduction and statement of results
We assume given an algebraically closed field K which is to serve as domain
of definition and universal domain for each of the algebraic groups considered below;
each such group will be identified with its group of elements (rational) over K. The
basic definition is as follows. An element x of a semisimple (algebraic) group (or, more
generally, of a connected reductive group) G of rank r is called regular if the centralizer
ofxin G has dimension r. It should be remarked that x is not assumed to be semisimple;
thus our definition is different from that of [8, p. 7-03]. It should also be remarked
that, since regular elements are easily shown to exist (see, e.g., 2.11 below) and since
each element of G is contained in a (Borel) subgroup whose quotient over its commutator
subgroup has dimension r, a regular element is one whose centralizer has the least possible
dimension, or equivalently, whose conjugacy class has the greatest possible dimension.
In the first part of the present article we obtain various criteria for regularity,
study the varieties of regular and irregular elements, and in the simply connected case
construct a closed irreducible cross-section N of the set of regular conjugacy classes ofG.
Then assuming that G is (defined) over a perfect field k and contains a Borel subgroup
over k we show that N (or in some exceptional cases a suitable analogue of N) can be
constructed over k, and this leads us to the solution of a number of other problems of
rationality. In more detail our principal results are as follows. Until i . 9 the group G
is assumed to be semisimple.
1.1. Theorem. — An element of G is regular if and only if the number of Borel subgroups
containing it is finite.
1.2. Theorem. — The map x—>Xg, from x to its semisimple party induces a bijection
of the set of regular classes of G onto the set of semisimple classes. In other words:
a) every semi-simple element is the semisimple part of some regular element;
b) two regular elements are conjugate if and only if their semisimple parts are.
The author would like to acknowledge the benefit of correspondence with
T. A. Springer on these results (cf. 3.13, 4.7 d ) below). The special case of a) which
asserts the existence of regular unipotent elements (all of which are conjugate by b))
is proved in § 4. The other parts of i . 2 and i . i, together with the fact that the number
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in 1.1, if finite, always divides the order of the Weyl group of G, are proved in § 3,
where other characterizations of regularity may be found (see 3.2, 3.7, 3.n, 3.12
and 3.14). This material follows a preliminary section, § 2, in which we recall some
basic facts about semisimple groups and some known characterizations of regular semisimple elements (see 2.11).
i. 3.

Theorem. — a) The irregular elements of G form a closed set Q^.

b) Each irreducible component of Q^ has codimension 3 in G.
c) Q^ is connected unless G is of rank i, of characteristic not 2, and simply connected, in
which case Q consists of 2 elements.

This is proved in § 5 where it is also shown that the number of components of Q
is closely related to the number of conjugacy classes of roots under the Weyl group.
An immediate consequence of 1.3 is that the regular elements form a dense open
subset of G.
It may be remarked here that i . i to 1.3 and appropriate versions of i . 4 to i. 6
which follow hold for connected reductive groups as well as for semisimple groups, the
proofs of the extensions being essentially trivial.
In § 6 the structure of the algebra of class functions (those constant on conjugacy
classes) is determined (see 6.1 and 6.9). In 6.11, 6.16, and 6.17 this is applied to
the study of the closure of a regular class and to the determination of a natural structure
of variety for the set of regular classes, the structure of affine r-space in case G is simply
connected.
1.4.

Theorem. — Let T be a maximal torus in G and {aj i^^r} a system of simple

roots relative to T.

For each i let X, be the one-parameter unipotent subgroup normalised by T

according to the root a, and let cr, be an element of the normali^er of T corresponding to the reflection
r

relative to a,.

Let N == 11 (X,^) == X^X^ . . . X,(T,.

If G is a simply connected group,

then N is a cross-section of the collection of regular classes of G.

In 7.4 an example of N is given: in case G is of type S L ( r + i ) we obtain
one of the classical normal forms under conjugacy. This special case suggests the
problem of extending the normal form N from regular elements to arbitrary elements.
In 7.1 it is shown that N is a closed irreducible subset of G, isomorphic as a variety
to affine r-space V, and in 7.9 (this is the main lemma concerning N) that, if G is
simply connected, and ^ ^<:i<:r} denote the fundamental characters of G, then the
map x-^{^{x), j^{x), . . ., ^(^)) induces an isomorphism of N on V. Then in § 8
the proof of 1.4 is given and simultaneously the following important criterion for
regularity is obtained.
i. 5. Theorem. — If G is simply connected, the element x is regular if and only if the
differentials d^ are independent at x.

At this point some words about recent work of B. Kostant are in order. In [3]
and [4] he has proved, among other things, the analogues of our above discussed
results that are obtained by replacing the semisimple group G by a semisimple Lie
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algebra L over the complex field (any algebraically closed field of characteristic o will
serve as well) and the characters %, of G by the basic polynomial invariants ^ of L.
The ^ turn out to be considerably more tractable than the u^. Thus the proofs for G
with no restriction on the characteristic are simpler than those for L in characteristic o.
Assuming both G and L are in characteristic o, substantial parts of i . i, 1.2, and i .3
can be derived from their analogues for L, but there does not seem to be any simple way
of relating i . 4 and i . 5 to their analogues for L.
We now introduce a perfect subfield k of K, although it appears from recent results
of A. Grothendieck on semisimple groups over arbitrary fields that the assumption of
perfectness is unnecessary for most of what follows.
i. 6.

Theorem. — Let G be over k, and assume either that G splits over k or that G contains

a Borel subgroup over k but no component of type A^ (n even).

Then the set N 0 / 1 . 4 can be

constructed over k (by appropriate choice of T, a^ etc.).

Together with i . 4 this implies that if G is simply connected in i . 6 the natural
map from the set of regular elements over k to the set of regular classes over k is surjective.
For a group of type A^ {n even) we have a substitute (see 9.7) for 1.6 which enables
us to show:
i. 7.

Theorem. — Assume that G is simply connected and over k and that G contains a

Borel subgroup over k.

Then the natural map from the set of semisimple elements over k to the

set of semisimple classes over k is surjective.

In other words, each semisimple class over k contains

an element over k.

Theorems i .6 and i . 7 are proved in § 9 where it is also shown (see 9. i and 9.10)
that the assumption that G contains a Borel subgroup over k is essential.
1 . 8 . Theorem. — Under the assumptions of i .7 each element of the cohomology set H^A, G)
can be represented by a cocycle whose values are in a torus over k.

In § 10 this result is deduced from i .7 by a method of proof due to M. Kneser,
who has also proved i . 7 in a number of special cases and has formulated the general
case as a conjecture. In 9.9 and 10. i it is shown that i .7 and i .8 hold for arbitrary
simply connected, connected linear groups, not just for semisimple ones.
In § i o it is indicated how Theorem i . 8 provides the final step in the proof of the
following result, i . 9, the earlier steps being due toJ.-P. Serre and T. A. Springer (see [12],
[13] and [15]). We observe that G is no longer assumed to be semisimple, and
recall [12, p. 56-57] that (cohomological) dim k^ i means that every finite-dimensional
division algebra over k is commutative.
1.9.

Theorem. — Let k be a perfect field.

If a) dimA:_<i, then b) Hl{k,G)=o

for every connected linear group G over k, and c) every homogeneous space S over kfor every connected
linear group G over k contains a point over k.

The two parts of 1.9 are the conjectures I and I' of Serre [12]. Conversely b)
implies a) by [12, p. 58], and is the special case ofc) in which only principal homogeneous
spaces are considered; thus a), b) and c ) are equivalent. They are also equivalent to:
every connected linear group over k contains a Borel subgroup over k [15, p. 129].
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After some consequences of 1.9, of which only the following (cf. i . 7) will be stated
here, the paper comes to a close.
i.io.
group over k.

Theorem. — Let k be a perfect field such that dim k^ i and G a connected linear
Then every conjugacy class over k contains an element over k.

After the remark that Kneser, using extensions of i . 8, has recently shown (cf. i . 9)
that H1^, G) = o if A: is aj&-adic field and G a simply connected semisimple group over A,
this introduction comes to a close.
§ 2. Some recollections
In this section we recall some known facts, including some characterizations 2.11
of regular semisimple elements, and establish some notations which are frequently used
in the paper. If k is a field, k* is its multiplicative group. The term " algebraic group "
is often abbreviated to (c group 55 . If G is a group, GQ denotes its identity component.
If x is an element ofG, then G^ denotes the centralizer ofx in G, and Xg and x^ denote the
semisimple and unipotent parts ofx when G is linear. Assume now that G is a semisimple
group, that is, G is a connected linear group with no nontrivial connected solvable
normal subgroup. We write r for the rank of G. Assume further that T is a maximal
torus in G and that an ordering of the (discrete) character group of T has been chosen.
We write 2 for the system of roots relative to T and X^ for the subgroup corresponding
to the root a.
2.1.

X^ is unipotent and isomorphic (as an algebraic group) to the additive group {ofK).

If x^ is an isomorphism from K to X^, then tXy_{c)t~l=x^(t)c) for all a and c.

For the proof of 2. i to 2.6 as well as the other standard facts about linear groups,
the reader is referred to [8].
We write U (resp. U~) for the group generated by those X^ for which a is positive
(resp. negative), and B for the group generated by T and U.
2.2.

a) U is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G, and B is a Borel (maximal connected

solvable) subgroup.
b) The natural maps from the Cartesian product

FI X^ (fixed but arbitrary order of the
a>o
factors) to U and from T X U to B are isomorphisms of varieties.

In b) the X^ component of an element of U may change with the order, but not
if a is simple.
2.3.

The natural map from U'" X T X U to G is an isomorphism onto an open subvariety

ofG.

We write W for the Weyl group of G, that is, the quotient of T in its normalizer.
W acts on T, via conjugation, hence also on the character group of T and on S. For
each w in W we write a^ for an element of the normalizer of T which represents w.
2.4.

a) The elements

a^ (weW) form a system of representatives of the double cosets

of G relative to B.
b) Each element o/^Bor^B can be written uniquely uc^b with u in Un or^U" a " 1 and b in B.
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The simple roots are denoted a^ (i^z^r). If a=oc^ we write X^, ^ for X^, A:^,
and G^ for the group (semisimple of rank i) generated by X^ and X _ ^ . The reflection
in W corresponding to o^. is denoted w^ If 'w==w^ we write (T^ in place of<^.
2.5. 77^ element c^ ^TZ ^ cAo^TZ in G^
then G^ is the disjoint union of B^ and X^.B^.

If this is done, and B^==BnG^== (TnG,)X,,

The following may be taken as a definition of the term " simply connected
2.6.

3?

.

The semisimple group G is simply connected if and only if there exists a basis {coj

of the dual (character group) ofT such that w^y==c^j—S^.o^ (Kronecker delta, ^ ^ i ^ j ^ r ) .

An arbitrary connected linear group is simply connected if its quotient over its
radical satisfies 2.6. If G is as in 2.6 we write ^ for the 1th fundamental character of G,
that is, for the trace of the irreducible representation whose highest weight on T is o^.
2.7.

Let G be a semisimple group of rank r and x a semisimple element of G.

a) G^o is a connected reductive group ofrank r.

In other words, G^^G'T' with G'a semi-

simple group, T' a central torus in Gy^, the intersection G7 n T' finite, and rank G' + rank T' = r.
Further G' and T' are uniquely determined as the commutator subgroup and the identity component
of the centre of G^.
b) The unipotent elements of Gy^ are all in G'.

Part b) follows from a) because G^ contains the unipotent elements of Gp
by [8, p. 6-15, Cor. 2]. For the proof of a) we may imbed x in a maximal torus T
and use the above notation. Ifjy in G^ is written y == ua^b as in 2.4 then the uniqueness
in 2.4 implies that u, a^ and b are in Gp. By 2. i and 2 . 2 we get:
2.8. G^ is generated by T, those ^i^for which a(A:)= i, and those G^for which wx==x.
Then G^ is generated by T and the X^ alone because the group so generated
is connected and of finite index in Gj^ (see [8, p. 3-01, Th. i]). Let G' be the group
generated by the X^ alone, and let T' be the identity component of the intersection
of the kernels of the roots a such that a(;c)= i. Then G' is semisimple by [8, p. 17-02,
Th. i], and the other assertions of a) are soon verified.
2.9. Corollary. — In 2 . 7 every maximal torus containing x also contains T\
For in the above proof T was chosen as an arbitrary torus containing x.
2.10. Remark. — That G^ in 2 . 7 need not be connected, even if x is regular,
is shown by the example: G == PSL(2), x == diag(z, —i), i2 ==— i. IfG is simply connected,
however, Gp is necessarily connected and in 2.8 the elements a^ may be omitted. More
generally, the group of fixed points of a semisimple automorphism of a semisimple group G
is reductive, and if the automorphism fixes no nontrivial point of the fundamental group
of G, it is connected. (The proofs of these statements are forthcoming.)
2.11. Let G and x be as in 2.7. The following conditions are equivalent:
a) x is regular,
b) G^o is a maximal torus in G.
c) x is contained in a unique maximal torus T in G.
d) Gy consists of semisimple elements.
e) IfT is a maximal torus containing x then a(^) 4= i for every root a relative to T.
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G^Q contains every torus which contains x. Thus a) and b) are equivalent and b)
implies c ) . If c ) holds, G^ normalizes T, whence GJT is finite and G^==T, which
is 6J. By 2 . 7 b ) , b) implies d ) , which in turn, by 2. i, implies e ) . Finally e ) implies,
by 2.8, that GJT is finite, whence b ) .
2.12. Lemma. — Let B'^T'U' with B' a connected solvable group, T' a maximal
torus, and U' the maximal unipotent subgroup. Ift and u are elements of T' and U', there exists u'
in U' such that tu' is conjugate to tu via an element ofV, and u' commutes with t.

For the semisimple part of tu is conjugate, under U', to an element of T'
by [8, p. 6-07], an element which must be t itself because U' is normal in B'.
2.13. Corollary. — In the semisimple group G assume that t is a regular element
of T and u an arbitrary element of U. Then tu is a regular element, in fact is conjugate
to t.

By 2.12 we may assume that u commutes with t, in which case u = i by 2. i
and 2 . 2 b ) .
2.14. The regular semisimple elements form a dense open set S in G.
By 2.12, 2.13 and 2.11 (see a) and e ) ) , SnB is dense and open in B. Since the
conjugates ofB cover G by [8, p. 6-13, Th. 5], S is dense in G. Let A be the complement
of SnB in B, and let C be the closed set in G/B x G consisting of all pairs (x,y) (here ~x
denotes the coset .dB) such that x'^xeA. The first factor, G/B, is complete by [8,
p. 6-09, Th. 4]. By a characteristic property of completeness, the projection on the
second factor is closed. The complement, S, is thus open.
We will call an element of G strongly regular if its centralizer is a maximal torus.
Such an element is regular and semisimple, the converse being true ifG is simply connected
by 2.10.
2.15. The strongly regular elements form a dense open set in G.
The strongly regular elements form a dense open set in T, characterized by a(^) 4= i
for all roots a, and wt^t for all w+ i in W. Thus the proof of 2.14 may be applied.
§ 3. Some characterizations of regular elements
Throughout this section and the next G denotes a semisimple group. Our aim
is to prove i. i and i. 2 (of § i). The case of unipotent elements will be considered
first. The following critical result is proved in § 4.
3.1.

Theorem. — There exists in G a regular unipotent element.

3.2. Lemma, — There exists in G a unipotent element contained in only a finite number
of Borel subgroups. Indeed let x be a unipotent element and n the number of Borel subgroups
containing it. Then the following are equivalent:
a) n is finite.
b) n is i.
c) If x is imbedded in a maximal unipotent subgroup U and the notation of § 2 is used, then
for i ^i^r
286
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Let T be a maximal torus which normalizes U, let B==TU, and let B' be an
arbitrary Borel subgroup. By the conjugacy theorem for Borel subgroups and 2.4 we
have 'Kf==uc!^Ba^lu~l with u and <r^ as in 2.4 b ) . If c ) holds and B' contains x, then B
contains ^lu~lxua^ and every X^ component of u~lxu is different from i. Thus w^
is positive for every simple root o^ and w is i, whence B'=B and b) holds. If c ) fails,
then for some i the Borel subgroups uaft(J^~lu~l (z/eX^) all contain x, whence a) fails.
Thus a), b) and c ) are equivalent. Since elements which satisfy c ) exist in abundance,
the first statement in 3.2 follows.
3.3.

Theorem. — For a unipotent element x of G the following are equivalent:

a) x is regular.
b) The number of Borel subgroups containing x is finite.
Further the unipotent elements which satisfy a) and b) form a single conjugacy class.

Letj/ and ^ be arbitrary unipotent elements which satisfy a) and b ) , respectively.
Such elements exist by 3.1 and 3.2. We will prove all assertions of 3.3 together
by showing that y is conjugate to ^. By replacing y and ^ by conjugates we may
assume they are both in the group U of § 2 and use the notations there. Let y^
and ^ denote the X^ components of y and ^. By 3.2 every ^ is different from i.
We assert that every y^ is also different from i. Assume the contrary, that y^ === i
for some z, and let U^ be the subgroup of elements of U whose X^ components are i. Then y is in U^, so that in the normalizer P^=G,TU^ of U, we have
dim (P^) y == dim P^ — dim (class of y ) ^ dim P^ — dim U^ = r 4- 2. This contradiction to the
regularity of y proves our assertion. Hence by conjugating y by an element of T we
may achieve the situation: J^^-^ for all i, or, in other words, ^y~1 is in U', the
intersection of all U^. Now the set {uyu~ly~l ueU} is closed (by [7] every conjugacy
class of U is closed). Its codimension in U is at most r because^ is regular, whence its
codimension in U' is at most r—(dim U—dim U 7 ) = o. The set thus coincides with U'.
For some u in U we therefore have uyu~ly~l==^y~l, whence uyu~l==^ and 3.3 is
proved.
In the course of the argument the following result has been proved.
3.4. Corollary. — If x is unipotent and irregular^ then dimG^r+2.
If P, is replaced by B in the above argument, the result is:
3.5. Corollary. — If x is unipotent and irregular and B is any Borel subgroup containing x,
then dim B^ r + i.
3.6. Lemma. — Let x be an element ofG, andy and ^ its semisimple and unipotent parts.
Let Gyo= G'T' with G' and T' as in 2.7, and let r ' be the rank ofG'. Let S (resp. S') be the
set of Borel subgroups of G (resp. G') containing x (resp. ^):
a) dimG^dimG.+r—r'.
b) If 16 in S contains B' in S' then dim B^==dim B ^ + r — r ' .
c) Each element B of S contains a unique element of S', namely^ BnG'.
d) Each element of S' is contained in at least one but at most a finite number of elements
ofS.
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We have G^ = (Gy), by [8, p. 4-08]. Thus dim G, == dim G^ + dim T', whence a ) .
Part b ) may be proved in the same way, once it is observed that By=B / r P. For By is
solvable, connected by [8, p. 6-09], and contains the Borel subgroup B'T' of Gy.
Let B be in S. Let T be a maximal torus in B containing y, and let the roots relative
to T be ordered so that B corresponds to the set of positive roots. The group G' is
generated by those X^ for which a(j/) = i, and the corresponding a form a root system 2'
for G' by [8, p. 17-02, Th. i]. By 2 . 2 0 ) the groups TnG' and X ^ ( a > o , a e S ' )
generate a Borel subgroup of G' which is easily seen to be none other than BnG'
(by 2.1 and 2 . 2 b}), whence c ) follows. Let B7 be in S'. Then a Borel subgroup B
of G contains B' and is in S if and only if it contains B'T'. For if B contains x, it also
contains jy, then a maximal torus containingj/ by [8, p. 6-13], then T' by 2.9; while ifB
contains the Borel subgroup B'T' of GyQ, it contains the central element y by [8, p. 6-15],
thus also x. The number of possibilities for B above is at least i because B'T' is a
connected solvable group, but it is at most the order of the Weyl group ofG because B'T'
contains a maximal torus of G (this last step is proved in [8, p. 9-05, Cor. 3], and also
follows from 2.4).
3.7. Corollary. — In 3.6 the element x is regular in G if and only if^ is regular in G',
and the set S is finite if and only if S 7 is.

The first assertion follows from 3.6 a), the second from c ) and d ) .
3.8. Corollary. — In 3.6 the element x is regular in G if and only if the set S is finite.
Observe that this is Theorem i. i of § i. It follows from 3.7 and 3.3 (applied
to z).
3.9. Corollary. — The assertions 3.4 and 3.5 are true without the assumption that x
is unipotent.
For the first part we use 3.6 a ) , for the second b) and c ) .
3.10. Conjecture. — For any x in G the number dim Gp—r is even.
It would suffice to prove this when x is unipotent. The corresponding result
for Lie algebras over the complex field is a simple consequence of the fact that the rank
of a skew symmetric matrix is always even (see [4, p. 364, Prop. 15]).
3. n. Corollary. — If x is an element of G, the following are equivalent.
a) dim G^ == r, that is, x is regular.
b) dim Ba; == r for every Borel subgroup B containing x.
c) dim Ba; == r for some Borel subgroup B containing x.
As we remarked in the first paragraph of § i, dimB^r. Thus a) implies b ) .
By 3.5 as extended in 3.9 we see that c ) implies a).
3.12. Corollary. — In 3.6 let x be regular and n the number of Borel subgroups
containing x.
a) n == [ W | /[ W (, the ratio of the orders of the Weyl groups of G and G'.
b) n == i if and only if ^ is a regular unipotent element of G and y is an element of
the centre.
c) n == | W [ if and only if x is a regular semisimple element ofG.
288
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By 3.7, 3.2 and 3.3 the element ^ is regular and contained in a unique Borel
subgroup B' ofG'. Let T be a maximal torus in B'T'. Then n is the number of Borel
subgroups of G containing B' and T. Now each of the | W [ Borel subgroups of G'
normalized by T (these are just the conjugates of B' under W) is contained in the same
number of Borel subgroups of G containing T, and each of the [ W | groups of the
latter type contains a unique group of the former type by 3.6 c ) . Thus a) follows.
Then n=\ if and only if [W^W], that is, G'=G, which yields b ) ; and w = [ W |
if and only if [ W ' ^ i , that is, G ' = = i and G o = T / , which by 2.11 (see a), b)
and d)) is equivalent to y regular and x-==y^ whence c).
3.13. Remark. — Springer has shown that if x is regular in G then G^ is commutative. Quite likely the converse is true (it is for type A^). It would yield the following
characterization of the regular elements, in the abstract group, G^,, underlying G.
The element x of G^ is regular in G if and only if G^ contains a commutative subgroup
of finite index. We have the following somewhat bulkier characterization.
3.14. Corollary. — The element x of G^ is regular if and only if it is contained in only
a finite number of subgroups each of which is maximal solvable and without proper subgroups of
finite index.
For each such subgroup is closed and connected, hence a Borel subgroup. We
remark that G^, determines also the sets of semisimple and unipotent elements (hence
also the decomposition x==x^x^), as well as the semisimplicity, rank, dimension, and
base field (to within an isomorphism), all of which would be false if G were not semisimple. If G is simple, then G^ determines the topology (the collection of closed sets)
in G completely, which is not always the case if G is semisimple.
To close this section we now prove Theorem 1.2. Let y be semisimple in G,
and Gyo==G'T' as in 3.6. By 3.1 there exists in G' a regular unipotent element z.
Let x ==^. Then x is regular in G by 3.7 and Xg==jy, whence a) holds. Let x and x ' be
regular elements ofG. Ifx is conjugate to x\ then clearly Xg is conjugate to x[. If x^ is
conjugate to x^ we may assume x^==x[=y., say. Then in G' (as above) the elements x^
and x^ are regular by 3.7, hence conjugate by 3.3, whence x and x ' are conjugate.
§ 4. The existence of regular unipotent elements
This section is devoted to the proof of 3. i. Throughout G is a semisimple group,
T a maximal torus in G, and the notations of § 2 are used. In addition V denotes a real
totally ordered vector space of rank r which extends the dual of T and its given ordering.
4.1.

Lemma. — Let the simple roots o^ be so labelled that the first q are mutually orthogonal

as are the last r—q.

Let w==w-^w^.. . Wy.

a) The roots are permuted by w in r cycles.
The space V can be reordered so that
b) roots originally positive remain positive,
and
c) each cycle of roots under w contains exactly one relative maximum and one relative minimum.
289
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We observe that since the Dynkin graph has no circuits [9, p. 13-02] a labelling
of the simple roots as above is always possible. In c ) a root a is, for example, a
maximum in its cycle under w if a>woc and oL>w~loL for the order on V. The proof
of 4. i depends on the following results proved in [16]. (These are not explicitly stated
there, but see 3.2, 3.6, the proof of 4.2, and 6.3.)
4.2.

Lemma. — In 4. i assume that S is indecomposable, that a positive definite inner

product invariant under W is used in V, and that n denotes the order of w.
a) The roots of S are permuted by w in r cycles each of length n.
If dim 2> i, there exists a plane P in V such that
b) P contains a vector v such that (v, oc)>o for every positive root a,
and
c) w fixes P and induces on P a rotation through the angle win.

For the proof of 4. i we may assume that S is indecomposable, and, omitting a
trivial case, that dim 2> i. We choose P and v as in 4.2. Let a' denote the orthogonal
projection on P of the root a. By 4.2 b) it is nonzero. Since by 4.2 c ) the vectors
uT'v (i <^ i<, n) form the vertices a regular polygon, it can be arranged, by a slight change
in v, that for each a these vectors make distinct angles with a7. It is then clear that
there is one relative maximum and one relative minimum for the cycle of numbers
{w~*v, a'). Since (w~'y, ^t)=(w~iv, a)==(^, w'a), we can achieve c ) by reordering V
so that vectors v ' for which (v, v'}>o become positive. Then a) and b) also hold
by 4.2 a) and 4.2 b).
4.3.

Lemma. — Let G be simply connected, otherwise as above.

Let g be the Lie algebra of G.

Let i be the subalgebra corresponding to T, and 3 the subalgebra of elements of t which vanish at all
roots on T.

Let w be as in 4. i.

Let x be an element of the double coset Bcr^B, and let g^ denote the

algebra of fixed points of x acting on Q via the adjoint representation.

We identify g with the tangent space to G at i.

Then dim g^ dim 3 + r.

Then by 2.3 we have a direct sum

decomposition g == t + SKx^ in which Kx^ may be identified with the tangent space ofX^.
a

We order the weights of the adjoint representation, that is, o and the roots, as in 4.1.
By replacing A: by a conjugate, we may assume x=ba^ (&eB).
1) If D in g is a weight vector, then (i — x) x) == D — ca^ X) + terms (corresponding to weights)
higher than (that of) <^x) (^eK*). This follows from 7.15 d ) below, which holds for any
rational representation of G.
2) If the root a is not maximal in its cycle under w, then (i — x ) Q contains a vector of the
form ^Xa+ higher terms (^eK*). If wa>a we apply i) with D = X a , while if ^a<a
we use D^cr^' 1 ^ instead.
3) There exist r—dim 3 independent elements t,: oft such that for every i the space ( i — x ) Q
contains a vector of the form t^+ higher terms. Because of i), in which c= i if t) is in t,
this follows from:
4) The kernel of i —a^ on t is 3. Because the adjoint action of cs^ on t stems from
the action of w on T by conjugation, we may write w in place of c^, on t. Assume
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( i — w ) t o = = o with to in t. Then ( i — ^ ) t o = = ( i — w ^ . . . W y ) to. If we evaluate the
left side at the functions cog, . . ., <o^ of 2.6 or the right side at coi then by 2.6 we always
get o, whence both sides are o. By an obvious induction we get that (i—w^)tQ=o
for all i, and on evaluation at c^, that to(<^)=to((i—^)c^)=o. Thus to is in 3.
One may reverse the steps to show that 3 is contained in the kernel of i —<y^,, whence 4).
Lemma 4.3 is a consequence of 2) and 3).
4.4. Remark. — One can show that 3 in 4.3 is the centre of Q.
4.5. Lemma. — Let the notation be as in 4. i. Let WQ be the element of W which maps
each positive root onto a negative one, and n the permutation defined by —WQOL^=(X.^ (i.^^^).
Let GQ be an element of the normalwr of T which represents WQ . For each i let u^ be an element
o/'X^ different from i and let x==u^. . . Uy. Then ^oX^o'1 is in B(T^,B.
We have a'o^o"1 in G^—B, hence in BCT^B by 2.5. Since
B(?i... (7,_iB(7,B == B d i . . . <7,._iX^B == BcTi... G,B,
because w^ permutes the positive roots other than o^ by [8, p. 14-04, Cor. 3], and each
root w^w^... Wi_^ is positive (cf. 7.2 a)) we get 4.5.
4.6.

Theorem. — The element x 0/^4.5 is regular.

By going to the simply connected covering group, we may assume that G is
simply connected. For any subalgebra a of 3 we write Op for the subalgebra of
elements fixed by x. Let b and U denote the subalgebras corresponding to B and U.
By 4.3 and 4.5 we have dim ba;^ dim g^< dim 3 + r- An infinitesimal analogue of 2. i
yields A:^)to=to+^to(a)Xa for all to in t and some c' in K, whence tg contains 3, and
dim ba;>dim 3 + dim Up. Combined with the previous inequality this yields dim U^r,
whence dim Ug;_< r. From the form of x we see that B is the unique Borel subgroup
containing x. Each element of G^ normalizes B, hence belongs to B by [8, p. 9-03,
Th. i], or else by 2.4. Now if ut {teT, ueU) is in B^ then, working in B modulo the
commutator subgroup of U, and using the fact that each X^ component of x is different
from i, we get a^)== i for all i, whence t is in the centre of G, a finite group. Hence
dim Gp = dim Ua;_< r, as required.
4.7. Remarks. — a) The condition dim U^ == r on x in U is not enough to make x
regular, as one sees by examples in a group of type Ag. The added condition that
all X^ components are different from i is essential.
b) If the characteristic of K is o, or, more generally, if dim 3_< i in 4.3, we may
conclude from 4.3 and 3.4 as extended in 3.9 that all elements ofB(7y,B are regular, and
then (cf. 7.3) that all elements o f N i n 1.4 are regular. There is, however, an exception:
dim 3 = 2 ifGis of type D,. (r even) and of characteristic 2. It is nevertheless true that
all elements of Bcr^B are regular (cf. 8.8). By 4.5 this implies that if x is the regular
element of 4.6 and t in T is arbitrary, then tx is regular. If u is an arbitrary regular
element of U, however, tu need not be regular: consider in SL(3) the superdiagonal
matrix with diagonal entries — i , i, — i and superdiagonal entries all 2. In contrast
if t is regular and u is arbitrary, then tu is regular by 2.13.
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c ) In characteristic o one may, in the simply connected case, imbed the element x
of 4.6 in a subgroup isomorphic to SL(2) and then use the theory of the representations
of this latter group to prove that x is regular. This is the method of Kostant, worked out
in [3] for Lie algebras over the complex field. In the general case, however, a regular
unipotent element can not be imbedded in the group SL(2), or even in the ax + b group:
in characteristic p^= o, a unipotent element of either of these groups has order at mostj&,
while in a group G of type A^, for example, a regular unipotent element has order at
least r + i , so that if r-{-i>p the imbedding is impossible.
d) Springer has studied Ua; (x as in 4.6) by a method depending on a knowledge
of the structural constants of the Lie algebra of U. His methods yield a proof of the
regularity of x only if
(*) p does not divide any coefficient in the highest root of any component
of G,
but it yields also that Ua; is connected if and only if (*) holds, a result which quite
likely has cohomological applications, since (*) is necessary and quite close to sufficient for
the existence of ^-torsion in the simply connected compact Lie group of the same type
as G (see [i]).
e ) The group G of type Bg and characteristic 2 yields the simplest example in
which Up is not connected (it has 2 pieces). In this group every sufficiently general
element of the centre of U is an irregular unipotent element whose centralizer is unipotent.
Hence not every unipotent element is the unipotent part of a regular element (cf. 1.20)).
§ 5. Irregular elements
Our aim is to prove 1.3. The assumptions of § 4 continue. We write T, for the
kernel of a, on T, U, for the group generated by all X^ for which a>o and oc+oc,,
B, for T^U,(i<^r). The latter is a departure from the notation of 2.5.
5.1.

Lemma. — An element ofG is irregular if and only if it is conjugate to an element

of some B^.

For the proof we may restrict attention to elements of the form x=y^ (j^T, ^eUnG )
by 2.12. Let G' be as in 3.6. The root system 2' for G' consists of all roots a such
that a(^)==i. It inherits an ordering from that of 2. Assume first that x is in B,.
Then a, is in 2', and the X, component of^ is i. Thus ^ is irregular in G' by 3.2 and 3.3,
whence x is irregular in G by 3.7. Assume now that x is irregular in G so that ^ is
irregular in G'. If we write ^=Tlu^ (^eX^, a>o, ae2'), we have u^= i for some
a

root a simple in 2', by 3.2 and 3.3.

We prove by induction on the height of a (this

is ST^ if a==S^) that x may be replaced by a conjugate such that a above is simple
in 2. This conjugate will be in some B^, and 5. i will follow. We assume the height
to be greater than i. We have (a, a,)>o for some i, and a, is not in 2' since otherwise
a—a^ would be in 2' in contradiction to the simplicity of a in 2'. Thus o^cr^1 is
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in U. Since z^a==a—2a^(a, o^)/(a^, a^) has smaller height than a, we may apply
our inductive assumption to o^^""1 to complete the proof of the assertion and of 5.1.
5.2.

Lemma. — If^[ is an irreducible component ofK^ the union of the conjugates ofW^

is closed, irreducible, and of codimension 3 in G.

The normalizer P, ofB, has the form P^==G,B, and is a parabolic subgroup of G,
since it contains the Borel subgroup B. The number of components ofT,, hence ofB,,
is either i or 2: if ^==n^ with o^ a primitive character on T, then (20^, a,)/(a,, a^)
is an integer [8, p. 16-09, Cor. i], whence n==i or 2. Thus P, also normalizes B,',
whence if easily follows that P, is the normalizer ofB,'. Since G/P, is complete (because P,
is parabolic) by [8, p. 6-09, Th. 4], it follows by a standard argument (cf. [8, p. 6-12]
or 2.14 above) that the union of the conjugates of B^' is closed and irreducible and of
codimension in G at least dim(PJB,') = 3, with equality if and only if there is an element
contained in only a finite, nonzero number of conjugates ofB^. Thus 5.2 follows from:
5.3.

Lemma. — a) There exists in B^nT^ an element t such that a(^) 4= i for every

root a =t= ± a^.

b) If t is as in a) it is contained in only a finite number of conjugates of B,' (or B^).
For a) we choose the notation so that i == i. Then for some number q = ± i,
the set B^nTi consists of all t for which y.[(t)==c^. That values Cy may be assigned for
a
^) (^.^J'^y") so that a) holds then follows by induction: having chosen ^, . . ., c. so
that a(^) 4= i if a is a combination of 01,03, . . ., o^. and a=t= ±ai, one has only a finite
set of numbers to avoid in the choice of C y ^ ^ . For b) let C be either B^' or B^, and let t
be as in a). Let yCy~1 be a conjugate of G containing t. Since B normalizes C we
may takej^ in the form ^,of2.4. Writing u~ltu=tu\ the inclusion y~ltyeC yields
(*)

(^^.(^Y^eC.

Since CT^^O^ is in U~, so is (T^YCT^, whence u''== i. Thus u commutes with t, hence
it is in X^ because of the choice of t. By (*) we have cr^^eC, hence {w^){t)== i,
and wa^=±a^. Thus (5^1U(7^ is in G^ and normalizes G, whence using y^^-^w111^
we get yCy~1 = a^Ca^1. The number in b) is thus finite and in fact equal to the number
of elements of the Weyl group which fix o^.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3. Parts a) and b) follow from 5.1
and 5.2. If i^j the independence of o^ and ay implies that each component of B^
meets each component of B^.. Thus by 5.2 the set Q^ is connected if r>i. If r= i,
the irregular elements form the centre of G, whence c ) follows.
5.4. Corollary. — The set of regular elements is dense and open in G.
This is clear.
5.5. Corollary. — In the set of irregular elements the semisimple ones are dense.
The set of elements ofB^ of the form tu with t as in 5.3 a) and u in U^ is open in B^.,
dense in B, by 5.3 a), and consists of semisimple elements: by 2.12 the last assertion
need only be proved when u commutes with t and in that case u = i by 2. i and 2 . 2 b).
By 5. i this yields 5.5.
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By combining 5.1,5.5 and the considerations of 5.2 we may determine the number
of components of Q. We state the result in the simplest case, omitting the proof, which
is easy. We recall that G is an adjoint group if the roots generate the character group
of T.
5.6.

Corollary. — If G is a simple adjoint group, the number of irreducible components

of Q is just the number of conjugacy classes of roots under the Weyl group, except that when G is
of type Cy (r> 2) and of characteristic not 2 the number of components is 3 rather than 2.

The method of the first part of the proof of 5.2 yields the following result, to be
used in 6.11.
5. 7.

Lemma. — The union of the conjugates of U^ is of codimension at least r + 2 in G.

§ 6. Class functions and the variety of regular classes
G, T, etc. are as before. By a function on G (or any variety over K) we mean
a rational function with values in K. Each function is assumed to be given its maximum
domain of definition. A function which is everywhere defined is called regular.
A functionyon G which satisfies the condition f{x) =f{y) whenever x andj^ are conjugate
points of definition off, is called a class function. As is easily seen, the domain of
definition of a class function consists of complete conjugacy classes.
6.1.

Theorem. — Let C[G] denote the algebra {over K) of regular class functions on G.

a) C[G] is freely generated as a vector space over K by the irreducible characters of G.
b) If G is simply connected, G [G] is freely generated as a commutative algebra over K by
the fundamental characters /^ (i < i: _< r) of G.

Let C[T/W] denote the algebra of regular functions on T invariant under W.
Since two elements of T are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate under W
(this follows easily from 2.4), there is a natural map p from C[G] to C[T/W].
6.2.

Lemma. — The map (B is injective.

For iff in C [G] is such that (B/= o, then f= o on the set of semisimple elements,
a dense set in G by 2.14, e.g., whence f=o.
6.3.

Lemma. — If in 6 . 1 we replace G[G] by C[T/W] and the irreducible characters

by their restrictions to T, the resulting statements are true.

Let X, the character group of T, be endowed with a positive definite inner product
invariant under W, and let D consist of the elements 8 of X such that (8, o^) >_ o for all i.
We wish to be able to add characters as functions on T. Thus we switch to a multiplicative notation for the group X. For each 8 in D we write sym 8 for the sum of the
distinct images of 8 under W. We write 8^< 83 if 8j-182 is a product of positive roots.
Now the elements of X freely generate the vector space of regular functions on T [8,
p. 4-05, Th. 2], and each element of X is conjugate under W to a unique element
ofD [8, p. 14-11, Prop. 6]. Thus the functions sym8(8eD) freely generate C[T/WJ.
Now there is a i — i correspondence between the elements of D and the irreducible
characters of G, say 8<->/§, such that one has ^l^syn^+S^^syir^' (8'<8, ^(8')eK)
8'
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(see 7.15). Thus a) holds. Now ifG is simply connected, the characters c«^of2.6 form
a basis for D as a free commutative semigroup, and the corresponding irreducible
characters on G are the 7,. If 8==^c^^ ^(^) is arbitrary in D, then on T we have
i

)C§= n^^+S^ (S')^ (S'O), whence by induction, the ^[rp generate the algebra
i

8'

C[T/W], Using the above order one sees that the only polynomial in the ^[rp which is o
is o. Thus b) holds.
6.4. Corollary. — The map (B is surjective. Hence it is an isomorphism.
The first statement follows from 6.3 a), the second from 6.2.
Theorem 6. i is now an immediate consequence of 6.3 and 6.4.
6.5. Corollary. — For all f in C [G] and x in G, we have f{x) ==f{Xg).
For this equation holds when f is a character on G.
6.6. Corollary. — Assume that the elements x and y of G are both semisimple or both
regular. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
a) x and y are conjugate.
b) AX) =/b0 for every fin C[GJ.
c) ^x) == j^(y) for every character ^ on G.
d) p(^) and p(^) are conjugate for every representation p o f G .
If G is simply connected, c) and d) need only hold for the fundamental characters and
representations of G.
Here a) implies d ) , which implies c ) , which implies b) by 6. i a) $ and the modified
implications when G is simply connected also hold by 6. i b ) . To prove b) implies a)
we may by i .2 and 6.5 assume that x andj^ are semisimple, and then that they are in T
and that f[x)=f{y) for every/in C[T/W] by 6.4. Since W is a finite group of
automorphisms of the variety T, it follows, among other things, by [10, p. 57, Prop. 18]
that C[T/W] separates the orbits ofT under W. Thus x andj are conjugate under W,
and a) holds. This proves 6.6.
6. 7. Corollary. — If x is in G, the following are equivalent.
a) x is unipotent.
b) Either b) or c) of6.6, or its modification when G is simply connected, holds with j y = = i .
Since x is unipotent if and only if Xg = i, this follows from 6.5 and the equivalence
of a), b) and c) in 6.6.
6.8. Corollary. — The set S of regular semisimple elements has codimension i in G.
By 6.4 the function Fl ( a — i ) (a root) on T has an extension to an element/
a

of C[G]. It is then a consequence of 2. n (see a) and e)), 2. i2, 6.5 and 2.13 that S
is defined by /=(= o, whence 6.8.
6.9.

Theorem. — Every element of C(G), the algebra of class functions on G, is the

ratio of elements of C[G],

Each element of C(G) is defined at semisimple elements of G by 2.14, hence at a
dense open set in T, whence by the argument of the proof of 6.4, the natural map
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from C(G) to C(T/W) is an isomorphism. Now if/is in C(T/W), then f==glh with g
and h regular on T, and because W is finite it can be arranged that h is in C[T/W],
whence g is also, and 6.9 follows.
The class functions lead to a quotient structure on G which we now study. We
say that the elements x andj/ of G are in the samefibre'if f{x) =f(jy) for every regular class
function /. We observe that if G is simply connected the fibres are the inverse images
of points for the map p from G to affine /-space V defined thus:
6

Io

^W=(Xl(^X2W. • • - . X r W ) -

This is because o f 6 . i b) and the surjectivity of p (see proof of 6.16). As the next result
shows, the fibres are identical with the closures of the regular classes.
6.11. Theorem. — Let F be a fibre.
a) F is a closed irreducible set of codimension r in G.
b) F is a union of classes of G.
c) The regular elements of F form a single class, which is open and has a complement of
codimension at least 2 in F.
d) The semisimple elements of F form a single class y which is the unique closed class in F and
the unique class of minimum dimension in F, and which is in the closure of every class in F.

Clearly F is closed in G and a union of classes. By 1.2, 6.5 and 6.6 the fibre F
contains a unique class R of regular elements and a unique class S of semisimple
elements. Fix y in S and write Gyo=GT' as in 3.6. By 3.2 and 3.3 the regular
unipotent elements are dense in U, hence also in the set of all unipotent elements.
Applying this to G', and using 3.7, we see that among the elements x of F for which
x^ ==y the regular ones, that is, the ones in R, are dense. Thus R is dense in F, which,
being closed, is the closure of R. Since R is irreducible and of codimension r in G,
the same is true of F. By 5.4 the class R is open in F. Applying 3.2, 3.3 and 5.7
to the group G' above, we see that the part of F — R for which x^==y has codimension
at least r + 2 in GyQ. Thus F — R itself has codimension at least r + 2 in G, and at
least 2 in F. It remains to prove that S is in the closure of every class in F, since the
other parts of d ) then follow, and by a shift to the group G' it suffices to prove this when
S = •[ i}, that is, when F is the set of unipotent elements. Thus d) follows from:
6. i2.

Lemma. — A nonempty closed subset A ofU normalised by T contains the element i.

Let u in A be written 11 x^(c^ as in 2 . 2 b). Let 7z(oc) denote the height of a,
a

and for each c in K let u^= Ylx^c^c^). If ^=t=o, then u^ is conjugate to u via an
a

element of T, whence it belongs to A. If/ is a regular function on U vanishing on A,
thenj^.) is a polynomial in c (by 2 . 2 b)) vanishing for c^=o, hence also for c==o.
Thus UQ is in A, which proves 6.12.
From 6.11 d) we get the known result.
6.13.

Corollary. — In a semisimple group a class is closed if and only if it is semisimple.

More generally we have:
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6.14. Proposition. — In a connected linear group G' each class which meets a Cartan
subgroup is closed.
Let B' be a Borel subgroup of G\ Since G'/B' is complete [8, p. 6-09, Th. 4],
it is enough to prove 6.14 with B' in place of G'. Let x be an element of a Cartan
subgroup ofB'. Then x centralizes some maximal torus T' in B7 [8, p. 7-01, Th. i],
whence if B'=T'U' as usual then the class ofx in B' is an orbit under IT acting by
conjugation on B'. Because IT is unipotent it follows from [7] that this class is closed.
6.15. Remarks. — a) Almost all fibres in 6.11 consist of a single class which is
regular, semisimple, and isomorphic to G/T. This follows from 2.15.
b) Almost all of the remaining fibres consist of exactly 2 classes R and S with
dim R==dim S + 2 .
c ) It is natural to conjecture that every fibre is the union of a finite number of classes,
or, equivalently, that the number of unipotent classes is finite. In characteristic o the
finiteness follows from the corresponding result for Lie algebras [4, p. 359, Th. i].
In characteristic p + o one may assume that G is over the field k ofp elements and make
the stronger conjecture that each unipotent class has a point over k, or equivalently,
by 1.10, that each unipotent class is over k. The last result would follow from the
plausible statement: if y is an automorphism of K, the element Fl x^c^) of U is
a>o
conjugate to Tlx^c^).
a

d ) It should be observed that for a given type of group the number of unipotent
classes can change with the characteristic. Thus for the group of type Bg the number
is 5 in characteristic 2 but only 4 otherwise.
e ) The converse of 6.14 is false.
6.16. Theorem. — Assume that G is simply connected and that p is the map 6. lofrom G
to affine r-space V. Then Gfp exists as a variety, isomorphic to V.
The points to be proved are i), 2) and 3) below.
1) p is regular and surjective. Clearly^ is regular. The algebra of regular functions
on T is integral over the subalgebra fixed by W. Thus any homomorphism of the latter
into K extends to one of the former [2, p. 420, Th. 5.5]. Applying this to the homomorphism for which ^->c, {c,eK,i<i<,r) (see 6.1 and 6.4), we get the existence
of t in T such that ^)==^ for all z, whence p is surjective.
2) Let fbe a function on V and x an element of G. Then fis defined at p [ x ) if and only
if f°P is defined at x. Write f=glh, the ratio of relatively prime polynomials in the
natural coordinates on V. Then the restrictions to T of gop and hop, as linear combinations of characters on T, are also relatively prime: otherwise suitable powers of these
functions would have a nontrivial common factor invariant under W, which by 6. i
and 6.4 would contradict the fact that g and h are relatively prime. If h{p{x))^p o, then
clearly/is defined at p{x) and fop at x. Assume h{p(x))==o. Because g and h are
relatively prime, /is not defined at p[x). We may take xinB and write x==tu with t
in T and u in U. Let A be an open set in G containing x. Then Au~ln^ is an open
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subset of T containing t, and because gop and hop are relatively prime on T and
fl{PW=^P{x))=o by 2.12 and 6.5, it also contains a point t' at which hop==o and
^oj&4= o. Then A contains the point t'u at which the same equations hold, at which/o^
is not defined. Since A is arbitrary, fop is not defined at x, whence 2). From this
discussion we see that
(*) the domain of definition of a class function on G consists of complete fibres relative to p.
3) Under the map f->fop the field of functions on V is mapped (isomorphically) onto the
field of functions on G constant on the fibres of p. The latter field consists of class functions,
so that 3) follows from 6.1 b ) and 6. g.
We recall that the regular elements form an open subvariety Gr of G.
6.17. Corollary, — If G is simply connected, the set of regular classes ofG has a structure
of variety, that of\, given by the restriction of p to GT.

This means that the restriction of p to Gr has as its fibres the regular classes of G,
and that i), 2) and 3) above hold with G' in place of G. All of this is clear.
To close this section we describe the situation when G is not simply connected.
The proofs, being similar to those above, are omitted. Let TT : G'->G be the simply
connected covering of G, and let F be the kernel of TT. An element / of F acts on
the 1th fundamental representation of G' as a scalar co,(/). We define an action of F
on V thus: f.^=W)c,).
6.18.

Theorem. — Assume G semisimple but not necessarily simply connected.

Then

the set of regular classes ofG has a structure of variety, isomorphic to that of the quotient variety V/F.

§ 7. Structure of N
In this section G, N, etc. are as in i . 4. Our aim is to prove that N is isomorphic
to affine r-space V, under the map p of 6.10 when G is simply connected.
7.1. Theorem. — The set N of 1.4 is closed and irreducible in G. It is isomorphic
as a variety to affine r-space V under the map (^) —Tl (^-(^)^). In particular, an element o/N
uniquely determines its components in the product that defines N.
7.2.

Lemma.—Let ^=w^w^. . . w^_^ {i^i^r) and w=w-^w^...w^

a) The roots (^. are positive, distinct and independent.
b) They form the set of positive roots which become negative under w~1.
c) The sum of two ^s is never a root.

Since [3, is a, increased by a combination of roots oLj(j<i), we have a ) . The
roots w'1^^—w^Wy_^. . . ^4.1^ are all negative by a) applied with a^, . . ., a^ in
place of o^, . . ., a^. Since w~~1 is a product of r reflections corresponding to simple
roots, no more than r positive roots can change sign under w -1 by [8, p. 14-04, Cor. 3],
whence b). If the sum of two (B's were a root, this root would be a (B by b ) , which is
impossible by a).
7.3.

Lemma. — If (B^ and w are as in 7.2 the product IIXp. in U is direct, and if X^

denotes this product and ^u,= o-i^g . . . o-y., then N = X^CT^.
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The first part follows from a) and c ) of 7.2, and the second from the equation
X3^=cri. • •^•-iX^".1!. • • °T1-

Consider now 7.1. By 2 . 2 b) the set X^<y^ is closed, irreducible, and isomorphic
to V via the map {Ci)->Tlx^.{Ci)a^= II (^(^i^)^-) (^ fixed element ofK*), whence 7. i
follows.
7.4. Examples of N. — a^) Assume r = = i and G==SL(2,K). Here we may

(

0

choose X^ as the group ofsuperdiagonal unipotent matrices and cr^ as the matrix
Then N consists of all matrices of the form y M = = (
b) Assume r> i and G = SL (r + i, K).

___ T \

|.

)•

Here we may choose for x^ (c) c^ the matrix

I

^-l+J ; ( < : )+ I r-t3 withj^) as in a) and ly the identity matrix of rank j. Then the
element Fl (^(^)o,) ofN has the entries 6:1, —c^, . . ., ( — I ) r ~ l c ^ (—iY across the first
row, i in all positions just below the main diagonal, and o elsewhere. We thus have
one of the classical normal forms for a matrix which is regular in the sense that its
minimal and characteristic polynomials are equal. We observe that the parameters c
in this form are just the values of the characters ^ at the element considered. A
similar situation exists in the general case. The group X^, of 7.3 in the present case
consists of all unipotent matrices which agree with the identity in all rows below
the first.
Next we show (7.5 and 7.8 below) that N does not depend essentially on the choice
of the CT^ and the labelling of the simple roots, or equivalently, the order of the factors
in the product for N. The other choices necessary to define N, namely the maximal
torus T and a corresponding system of simple roots, are immaterial because of well
known conjugacy theorems.
7.5.

Lemma. — Let each a^ be replaced by an element a^ equivalent to it mod T, and

let N'=ri(X^).
t

Then there exist t and t 1 in T such that N'==^N=riNTr"1.

Because T normalizes each X^ and is itself normalized by each ^, the first equality
holds. We may write riNr'^^r'^N, with w as in 7.3. Thus the second equality
follows from:
7.6.

Lemma, — If w is as in 7.2, the endomorphism

surjective, or equivalently^ its transpose

i—w'

i—w

of T (t—^tw(t~1')) is

on the dual X of T is injective.

t

Suppose ( i — w ) x = o with x in X. Then ( i — w ^ ) x = { i — w ^ . .. w^)x. The
left side being a multiple ofo^ and the right side a combination of a^, . . ., a^, both sides
are o. Since x is fixed by w^ it is orthogonal to o^. Similarly it is orthogonal to ocg, . .., a,,,
hence is o. Thus i — w ' is injective.
7.7. Remarks. — a) The argument shows that the conclusion of 7.6 holds if w
is the product of reflections corresponding to any r independent roots.
b) If G is simply connected, one can show by an argument like that in 4) of 4.3
that the kernel of i — w on T is just the centre of G.
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7.8.

Proposition, — For each i let y^ he an element 0/X^..

Then the products obtained

by multiplying the y^ in the r\ possible orders are conjugate.

This result is not used in the sequel. Consider the Dynkin graph in which the
nodes are the simple roots and the relation is nonorthogonality. Since the graph has
no circuits [9, p. 13-02], it is a purely combinatorial fact that any cyclic arrangement
of the simple roots can be obtained from any other by a sequence of moves each consisting
of the interchange of 2 roots adjacent in the arrangement and not related in the graph
(see [16, Lemma 2.3]). Now ifoc^ and ay are not related in the graph, that is, orthogonal,
then G^ and Gy commute elementwise (because a^±a^ are not roots), so that in case ^
is in G, for each i our result follows. In the general case, if one interchanges y^ and y^ in
the above situation, a factor from T appears, but this can be eliminated by conjugation
by a suitable element of T, whence 7.8 follows.
7.9.
r-space V.

Theorem. — Let G be simply connected and let p be the map 6 . 1 0 from G to affine
Then p maps N, as a variety^ isomorphically onto V.

As in § 6, D denotes the set of characters on T of the form co=S^-^ (^-J>o,
<x)y as in 2.6). We write 7Zy=^(co) in this situation.
7.10. Definition. — <x)^c^ means that a) i^j\ and b) there exists co in D such
that co,—o) is a sum of positive roots and ^.(o))>o.
7.11. Lemma. — The relation -< qfj.io is a relation of strict partial order.
If o^c^ and co^^, then k^=i since a sum of positive roots and nonzero
elements of D can not be o unless it is vacuous. Thus 7.11 follows.
7.12. Remark. — For simple groups of type Ay, Eg, or D4 the relation -< is vacuous;
for the other simple groups it is nonvacuous.
7.13. Lemma. — Assume that a^ is in G^, and let T^=G^nT. Then there exists a
bijection p from T^ to X^—{1} such that x=^t if and only if (xta^)3^ i.
The group G^ is isomorphic to SL(2) by [8, p. 23-02, Prop. 2]. Identifying T^
(resp. X,) with the subgroup of diagonal (resp. unipotent superdiagonal) matrices ofSL(2),
we get 7.13 by a simple calculation.
7. i4.

Lemma. — Assume that G is simply connected, and that c^. is chosen in G^ for each i,

in the definition ofN.
if jB is as in 7 . 1 3 .

Let the isomorphisms x^ : K->X, be so normalised that x^—i)== (B(i)
Let ^ be the function on N defined by

functions f^ and g^ {i^i^r) such that:

II (•^•(^•)oy)->^.

Then there exist

]

a) f^ (resp. g^) is a polynomial with integral coefficients in those ^. (resp. ^-) such that G) • -< co,
{see 7.10).
b) On N we have 7, == ^ +/, and ^ == ^ + ^..

Let i be fixed and let V^- be the space of the i^ fundamental representation of G.
For each weight (character on T) co, let V^ be the subspace of vectors which transform
according to co. We recall, in the form of a lemma, the properties of irreducible
representations needed for our proof.
7.15.

Lemma, — a)

SV^==V^, the total space.
6)
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b) If co = co,, ^ highest weight, then dim V^= i.
c) If co^— co ^ ^ a JM77Z of positive roots, V^= o.
d)Ifv is in V^, z/ i .<J^ r, W z/ we set co(yz) = co + TZO^ /or n^ i, ^ ^r<? m^
vectors ^ m V^ J^A that Xy{c)u== v + S^ /or ^/ <: ^ K.
u

The proofs may be found in [8, Exp. 15 and p. 21-01, Lemme i].
Now let x be an element ofN. We write x == IIj^. and ^.==^.(^.)^., and proceed
?
to calculate ^(^), in several steps:
1) If v is in V^ and co(/z) == co + (^—^.(co))a, /or TZ^ i, there exist vectors ^ m V^
^A ^ J^z^^-y+S^.^)^.

This follows from 7.15 d ) because dyV corresponds to

the weight ^.co==co—^.(co)ay.
2) Let TT^ be the projection on V^ determined by 7.15 a). Then 7^7^= II (TT^.TCJ.
7
This follows from i) and the independence of the roots a..
3) ZiW = S tr TT^^TT^.

This follows from the orthogonal decomposition i == STT^,

which holds by 7.15 a).
4) J/ ^ = ^ 5 ^ highest weight, then tr-K^xn^==^{x). Let v be a basis for V^
(see 7.15 6J), and let v'==—^v. Then ^==^(^)^. fixes the space V generated by v
and y 7 , by 7.15 ^ and d ) , and maps these vectors onto —v'-\-ac^v and bv{a,beK),
respectively. A simple calculation shows that y^ = i on V if and only if b = i and
ac^ == — i. Because of our normalization of^, this is true only if ^ = — i, so that a = i.
Thus T^j^TT^y == c^y. If j=t= i, then ^co = co by 2.6, so that Xy and CTy, and hence also
the group G, they generate, fix the line of v, and then v itself because G. is equal to its
commutator group. By 2) we conclude that ^^xn^v == c^v, whence 4) follows.
5) If co is in D and co+co^, then tr n^xn^ depends only on those ^{x) for which co.-<co,.
We may assume V^+ o. It follows from i) and 2) that TT^T^ depends only on those ^.(^)
for which ^.(co) is positive. Because co,—co is a sum of positive roots by 7.15 c ) , this
yields 5).
6) If co is not in D, then 7^7^==o. If j is such that ^.(co)<o, then TT^.TC^^O
by i), whence 6) follows from 2).
7) In terms of the ^ the function ^ is a polynomial with integral coefficients. That we have
a polynomial follows from i). The integrality follows from the fact, proved in [17]
when the characteristic is not o and in [14] when the characteristic is o, that there exists
a basis of V, relative to which each ^. acts integrally and each Xy{c.) as a polynomial
with integral coefficients.
To prove 7.14 now, we need only combine 3), 4), 5), 6) and 7) above to get the
assertions concerning/, and then solve the equations ^.==^+/ recursively for the ^ to
get the assertions concerning ^.
Now we can prove Theorem 7.9. By 7.5 we may assume CT, is in G, for each z.
Then by 7.1 the functions ^ of 7.14 are affine coordinates on N, so that 7.9 follows
from 7. i4.
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7.16. Corollary. — a) N is a cross-section of the fibres ofp in 7.9.
b) The corresponding retraction q from G to N, given by q{x) =Tlx^{x) +&(A:))(T, if
i

the normalisation 0/7.14 is used, yields on G a quotient structure isomorphic to that for p.
c) The set s(N) made up of the semisimple parts of the elements o/N is a cross-section of
the semisimple classes of G.
The formula for q follows from 7.14, and the other parts of a) and b) from 7.9.
Then c ) follows from 6.11 d ) . We observe that ^(N) is never closed or connected,
only constructible.
§ 8. Proof of 1.4 and 1.5
It follows from 7.9 that if G is simply connected distinct elements of N lie
in distinct conjugacy classes. Thus 1.4 and 1.5 are consequences of the following
result.
8.1. Theorem, — Let G be simply connected (and semisimple)^ x an element of G, and N
as in i .4. Then the following are equivalent.
a) x is regular.
b) x is conjugate to an element oft^.
c) The differentials d^ are independent at x.
First we prove some lemmas.
8. a. Lemma. — Under the assumptions of 8.1 let ^ denote the restriction of ^ to T,
let coo denote the product II co^ of the fundamental weights, and let the function f on T be defined
i

by I! (fi?^) =/n (co,~1^), the products being exterior products of differential forms.
i

Then

i

f= S (det w) W(^Q = (OQ II (i — a-1), the sum over w in W and the product over the positive roots a.
w

a

We will deduce this from ^ = sym co, + S^(8)sym 8 (8 eD, 8< c^, ^(8) eK, notation
8

of 6.3). Replacing the c ' s by indeterminates, we may view the equations to be proved
as formal identities with integral coefficients in the group algebra of the dual of T, thus
need only prove them in characteristic o. First/is skew: wf== (det w)~1/ for every w
in W. We have wd^ == d^, and if w^ == II co^1'1}, then w (co,~1 rfco,) = S n {i, j ) coj"1 d^,
which, because II G\~ 1 d^ =1= o, yields /= wf. det (n {i, j)) = wf. det w. Because / is skew
and the characteristic is o, we have
(*)

f== Sc(8) S (det w)wS
8

w

(8eD, ^(8) eK),

the inner sum being over W and the outer over D. From the expression for ^., we
have ^^co^co^Ao^+a combination of terms co(c^~'1^.), with co lower (by a product
of positive roots) than co^, whence /==coo+ lower terms. Thus in (*) above c^o) == i
and c{S)=o when 8 is not lower than cog. If 8 is lower than, and different from, (Oo,
then 8 is orthogonal to some a, (if 8 ==-- II Q)^, then some n{i) is less than the corresponding
i
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object for 0)0, hence is o), whence S (det w)wS = o.

71

Thus (*) becomes f== 2 (det w)w^o.

W

I^JQ

The final equality in 8.2 is a well known identity ofWeyl [18, p. 386].
8.3. Remark. — II (co^'1^.) above is, to within a constant factor, the unique
differential r-form on T invariant under translations, that is, the c< volume element 9? ofT.
8.4.

Lemma. — Let G' denote the neighborhood U~TU of T [see 2.3), and let TT

denote the natural projection from G' to T. For each a let y^ be the composition of the projection
from G to X^ and an isomorphism from X^ to K.
a

) Vf18 a regular function on G, its restriction to G' is a combination of monomials in the
functions y^ and G)^ 1 o 71.
b) Iffis also a class function and the combination is zrredundant, then each monomial has a
total degree in they^s which is either o or at least 2.

Here a) follows from 2.3. In b) no monomial could involve exactly onej^ (to the
first degree), because then conjugation by t in T and use of 2.1 would yield a(^)= i
for all t in T, a contradiction.
8.5. Lemma. — Let ^ be as in 8.2 and TT as in 8.4.
points of T.

Then d^=d^od-n:

at all

Here the tangent space at t as an element of G is being identified with its tangent
space as an element of G'. By 8.4 b) we have on G' an equation ^= ^071 + terms
of degree at least 2 in thej^. Since eachj^ is o on T, we have there d^==d^odn.
8.6. Lemma, — If x is semisimple, a) and c) of 8.1 are equivalent.
We may take A: in T. By 8.5 and the surjectivity of dn (from the tangent space
of A; in G' to its tangent space in T), the d^ are independent at x if and only if the d^ are,
and by 8.2 this is so if and only if a(A:) 4= i for every root a, that is, if and only if x is
regular, by 2.11.
We can now prove 8.1. From 7.9 it follows that b) implies c ) , and from 5.5
and 8.6 that c ) implies a ) . Now assume x is regular. By 7.9 there is a unique elementjy in
both N and the fibre ofp which contains x. Then^ is regular because b) ->a) has already
been shown, whence x is conjugate toy by 6.11 c ) . Thus a) implies b ) , and 8. i is proved.
Using the above methods one can also show:
8.7. Theorem. — Without the assumption of simple connectedness in 8.1, conditions a)
and b) are equivalent and are implied by
c') there exist r regular class functions on G whose differentials are independent at x.
One can also show that the elements of N conjugate to a given one Ylx^)aare those of the form II x^(f)c,)c:, C/eF), in the notation of the paragraph before 6.18.
8.8. Remark. — If w=w^w^...w^ all elements of the double coset Bo^B
are regular, not just those of N. This depends on 7.3, 7.5 and the following result,
whose proof is omitted.
8.9. Proposition. — If w is as above, then the map from the Cartesian product of
^U'c^nU and (T^U^nU to U given by (^, ^) -> ^"^r^Ww 1 is bijective.
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§ 9. Rationality of N
Henceforth k denotes a perfect subfield of our universal field K, which for convenience is assumed to be an algebraic closure of k, and F denotes the Galois group of K
over k. In this section G is a simply connected semisimple group. If G is (defined)
over k, it is natural to ask whether N or a suitable analogue thereof can be constructed
over k. As the following result shows, the answer is in general no.
9 . 1 . Theorem. — If G is over k, then a necessary condition/or the existence over k of a
cross-section C of the regular classes is the existence of a Borel subgroup over k.

For the unique unipotent element of C is clearly over k, and so is the unique Borel
subgroup that contains it (see 3.2 and 3.3).
As we now show, this necessary condition comes quite close to being sufficient.
First we consider a more restrictive situation, that in which G splits over k, that is, is
over k and contains a maximal torus which with all of its characters is over k.
9.2. Theorem. — If G splits over k, then N in 1 . 4 {and hence also j-(N) in 7 . 1 6 c))
can be constructed over k.

Let G split relative to the maximal torus T. Since the simple root a, is over k,
so is X,., and it remains to choose each cr, over k. We start with an arbitrary choice
for o,. Then the map Y-^"^0'.)^^ is a G0^16 ^o"1 F to a group isomorphic
to K*, namely, G^.nT. In other words:
9.3.

a)

x^==x^{xs) for all y and 8 in F.

b) There exists a subgroup Fi of finite index in T such that x^==i if y is in I\.

By a famous theorem of Hilbert (see, e.g., [n, p. 159]), this cocycle is trivial,
that is, there exists t, in T such that x^==t^(t^1} for all y in F. Then o^, is over k,
as required.
9.4.

Theorem. — Assume that G is over k, and contains a Borel subgroup over k.

further that G contains no simple component of type A^ (n even).
constructed over k.

Assume

Then the set N of 1 . 4 can be

Let B be a Borel subgroup over k. It contains a maximal torus T over k. If k is
infinite, this follows from 2.14 and Rosenlicht's theorem [6, p. 44] that G^ is dense in G,
while if k is finite with q elements and (B is the ^ th power automorphism, one picks an
arbitrary maximal torus T', then A: in B so that x^(Tf)x~l=Tf (conjugacy theorem),
thenj/ in B so that x==jy~1^^) (Lang's theorem [5]), and then T=^T>-1. We order
the roots so that B corresponds to the set of positive roots. F permutes the simple roots a,
in orbits. We order the o^ so that those in each orbit come together. If for each orbit
we can construct over k the corresponding part of the product for N, then we can
construct N over k. Thus we may (and shall) assume that there is a single orbit.
Let FI be the stabilizer of oci in F, and k^ the corresponding subfield of K. Then oc^ is
over k^ whence G^ (the corresponding group of rank i) is also, so that by 9.2 applied
with GI in place of G the set X^ (T^ can be constructed over k-^. Then F operates on this
set to produce, in an unambiguous way, sets X^.(i^<r<r). But these sets commute
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pairwise: the roots (in each orbit) are orthogonal because of the exclusion of
the type A^ (n even). Their product is thus fixed by all of F, hence is over k, as
required.
Observe that 9.2 and 9.4 yield i. 6.
9.5.

Corollary. — Under the assumptions of 9.2 or 9.4 the natural map (inclusion)

from the set of regular elements over k to the set of regular classes over k is surjective.

In other words',

each regular class over k contains an element over k.

Let C be a regular class over k. Then C n N is over k by 9.2 or 9.4, and it
consists of one element by 1.4, whence 9.5.
9.6. Remark. — For the group of type A^ [fi even) we do not know whether there
exists over k a global closed irreducible cross-section of the regular classes of G, or even
of the fibres of the map p of 6. i o (which can be taken over k if V is suitably defined
over k), although a study of the group of type A^ casts some doubt on these possibilities.
All that we can show, 9.7 c ) below, is that there exists a local cross-section (covering a
dense open set in V) with the above properties.
9. 7.

Theorem. — Assume that G is over k, and contains a Borel subgroup over k.

that every simple component of G is of type A^ (n even).

Assume

Then there exists in G a set N' with

the following properties.
a) N' is a disjoint union of a finite number of closed irreducible subsets of G.
b) N' is a cross-section of the fibres of p in 6.10.
c) p maps each component of N' isomorphically onto a subvariety of V, and one component
consisting of regular elements onto a dense open subvariety of V.
d) ^(N') is a cross-section of the semisimple classes of G.
e) Each component of N' is over k.

In order to continue our main development, we postpone the construction of N'
to the end of the section.
9.8.

Theorem. — If G (with or without components of type A^ (n even)) is over k and

contains a Borel subgroup over k, the natural map from the set of semisimple elements over k to the
set of semisimple classes over k is surjective. •

Observe that this is Theorem i . 7 of the introduction. As is easily seen, we may
assume either that no components of G are of type A^ (n even) or that all are. In the
first case we replace N by J(N) and i .4 by 7.16 c ) in the proof of 9.5, while in the second
case we use ^(N') and 9.7 d ) instead.
9.9. Remark. — G need not be semisimple for the validity of 9.8. For let A
be a connected linear group satisfying the other assumptions. If R is the unipotent
radical, then A/R is a connected reductive group, hence the direct product of a torus
and a simply connected semisimple group because A is simply connected, whence the
result to be proved holds for A/R. A semisimple class of A over k thus contains an
element x over k mod R. The map ^->x~l^{x) then defines a cocycle into R which
is trivial because R is unipotent (see [12, Prop. 3.1.1]), whence 9.9.
Theorem 9.8 admits a converse.
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9.10. Theorem. — If G is over k and the map of 9.8 is surjective, then G contains a
Borel subgroup over k.
Ifk is finite, this follows from Lang's theorem (see the proof of 9.4), even without
the assumption of surjectivity. Henceforth let k be infinite. Let F be the centre of G,
n the order of F, h the height of the highest root, and c and c' elements of k* such that
c = c^ and c has order greater than h +1. Let T be a maximal torus over k (for the
existence, see the proof of 9.4), and t' an element o f T such that a,(^) =c' for every a.
in some system of simple roots. Set ^=^'", so that ^(t)==c.
1) t is regular. If a is a root of height 772, then a(^) =^=4= i, whence i). Since
cm = c only if m == i we also have:
2) If a is a root such that a(^) =c, then a is simple.
3) The class of t is over k. Each element y of the Galois group F acts as an automorphism on the root system, hence determines a unique element w^ of the Weyl group
such that ^oy permutes the simple roots. Since oc,(^) is independent of 2 and is in k,
we have ^((^oy)^')) == ((^oy)-^^))^') =a,(^), whence (^oy)(r)=/^ for some/
in F. Thus (^°Y)(^) =fnt==t) which yields 3).
4) One can normalise the pair T, t above so that i) and 2) hold and also t is over k.
By the surjectivity assumption in 9.10 there exists t" over k and conjugate to t. Any
inner automorphism which maps t to t" maps T onto a maximal torus T" which must
be over k because it is the unique maximal torus containing t" by i) and 2.11, and also
maps the simple system relative to T into one relative to T" so that the equations a,(^) ==c
are preserved. On replacing T, t by T", t " , we get 4).
Now by 4) we have (yaj^) = (ya^y^) =y(a^)) =y(c) =c, whence ya, is simple
by 2). Thus each y preserves the set of positive roots, hence also the corresponding Borel
subgroup, which is thus over k, as required.
It remains to construct the set N' of 9.7. If G is a group of type A^ [n even)
in which T, etc. are given, the following notation is used. The simple roots are labelled
04, ocg, ..., oc^ from one end of the Dynkin graph to the other (see [8, p. 19-03]). We
write 72=2772, set a = a ^ + a ^ i , a root, let G^ denote the group of rank i generated
by X^ and X _ ^ , write T^ for TnG^, and a^ for an element normalizing T according
to the reflection relative to a. The group of automorphisms of the system of
simple roots pairs a, with a^^i_^, which is orthogonal to a, unless 2=772. Hence
(see the proof of 9.4) only the part of N corresponding to a^ and a^i need be
modified.
9.11. Theorem. — Let G be as in 9.7. IfG contains a single component, assume (in the
above notation) that the choices a^ and a^ are normalised to be in G, and G^ (2 4= 772, 772 + i) 3 that u^
and u^^^ are elements of'X^ and X^i and different from i, that N" (resp. N' 7 ') is the product
of X^ (resp. ^_^^X^TJ and II X^. (j=)= 772,772 + i), arid that N' is the union o/N"
and N"'. If G is a product of several components, assume that N' is constructed as a product
accordingly. Then one has a) to e) of 9.7.
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We proceed to study N" and N'" as we did N in § 7.
will be useful.

75

The following observation

9.12. Lemma. — a) The sequence of roots S =={04, . . ., a^. ^ a, 0^25 • • - > ^m} y61^
a simple system of type A^_^.
b) If G' is the corresponding semisimple subgroup of G, then N" as constructed in G'
fulfills the rules of construction of N in G.

The verification of a) is easy, while b) is obvious.
9.13. Lemma. — The sets N" and N"' are closed and irreducible in G.

The natural maps

from the Cartesian products X^xIlX, and X^xT^xIIX, to N" and N'", respectively, are
i

isomorphisms of varieties.

j

In particular each element of'N" or N"' uniquely determines its components.

The assertions about N" follow from 7.1 and 9.12. Those concerning N'" are
proved similarly.
9.14. Lemma. — If u^ and u^^^ in 9.11 are replaced by alternates u^ and ^i,
then N'" is replaced by a conjugate, under T.
We can find t in T to transform u^ and u^_^^ into u^ and <+i, and, because only
the values a^(f) and a^^) are relevant (see 2. i), so that also a^) == i if j4= w, m + i;
we are using the independence of the simple roots here. By conjugating N'" by t,
we get 9.14.
9.15.

Lemma. — Let the functions ^ {i^m, m-\-1)

functions ^ 0 / 7 . 1 4 are defined on N.
on N" on has

Further, set Xo

==

X2m 4-1

and ^ he defined on N" as the
=J

^ ^o == ^2m +1 == 1 •
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^

a

) X»=^+^-i ^ i^^m—i.
) Xt=+i+^+i ^ m-\-2<^i<,2m.

b
c

)

d

)

Xm^+a+^-i.
Xm+l^a+ki+2-

1) Let p^ ^ ^ ^fundamental representation of G <z7zrf p^' that of G' (according to the
sequence 8 ^ 9 . 1 2 ) . Then the restriction of^ to G' is isomorphic to the direct sum of p,' and p,'_r
Here po is the trivial representation. We may identify G with SL(L) and G' with
the subgroup SL(L')x SL(L"), if I/ and L" are vector spaces of rank 2m and i
and L is their direct sum. Then p^ is realized by the action of G on the space A'L
of skew tensors of rank i over L. Combining this with the canonical decomposition
^L=/\iL/+Ai-lLf/\Lff, we get i).

We will use the notation D, V^, TC^, etc. of 7.14.
2) If G in 7 . 1 4 is of type A^, then one has:
a) The only weight o> in D such that V^ =f= o if co = c^..
b) The function f^ is o.

Using the
Weyl group W
this proves a ) .
step 5) is o, by

realization of p^. as in i), we see that the transforms of V^. under the
generate V^. Since D is a fundamental domain for the action ofW,
Referring to the proof of 7.14, the contribution to ^(x) coming from
a), whence b) follows.
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3) Proof 0/9.15. — Writing i) in terms of characters, y^= yj+ X^-i, and then
using 9.12 and 7.14 as refined in 2 b ) above, for the group G', we get 9.15.
9.16. Lemma. — Let ^ and ^ be as in 9.15, but on N'" instead of N". Let u^
and u^^.^ be so chosen that the final stage of ^ (isomorphism from X^ to K) maps the
commutator (^+1, uj onto i. Let y^ rf^o^ ^ composition of the projection N'^-^T^
and the evaluation t->^(t) [or a^+^)). Then on N'" o^ has a) a?zrf b) o/ 9.15
and also
C)
d

)

Xm^Poc+a+^-i,
Xm+^Pa+Pa^a+^m-^-

1) ^j^w^ ^/^ i<^i<^m. Then there exist exactly two weights co such that (0, P)^>o
for all (B in the sequence S 0/9.12, <W V^+ 01 For &o^, dim V^= i. 0^ ^ ^ highest
weight co, ^ ^ o^r, ^ co,', zj orthogonal to all terms of S but the (z— i)^. The highest
weights of the representations p,' and p,Li in i) of 9.15 satisfy the first two statements
by 2 a) of 9.15 and 7.15 b ) . Finally o\. must correspond to p^ rather than p,'_^
because ^ is not orthogonal to the i^ term of S.
Now let x=yyY{y^=y^y be an element of N'" with y^ in ^+i^X^<7^T^ andjy
?
in X^-(j=t=^, m + i ) .
2)

^O^TO= ^co^a^o I! (TT^.TTj = ^^^ . TT^^^ .
J

The proof is like that of 2) in the proof of 7.14.
3) X i W ^ ^ ^^o^^o (^^^z? ^)-

This follows from i) above, by a proof like

(0

that of 6) of 7.14.
4) Proof of a). — Since i^i^m—i, both o^ and c^ in i) are orthogonal to oc^,
a^ _^ ^ and a. Thus if co == c^. or ^ and ^ is any element of the group generated by G^ and
G^.^, then 7^7^== i on V^, whence ^.^=TT^;^, and by a slight extension
of 3) we get XzW== X^^aJ^)- Here (T^ is in N", so that 9.15 a) may be applied. The
result is a).
5) Proof of c). — Here i==m. If o)==co^, then co is orthogonal to a, whence
^(o^co^^o^aJ^co as ln 4)- Now applying 7.14 as refined in 2 b) of the proof of 9.15
to the representation p ^ _ ^ of G' (see step i) of 9.15), we get
(*)

^o^co^m-lW-

Assume now that co == <o^. We write J^a == ^w +1 ^m ^a ^a ^a as in 9.11, and normalize
the choices cr^ and CT^^ so that they are in G^ and G^ + ^ and c^== or^+i^^^-i, and then
Write J^^^a

with

^""^m+l^m+l.

and

^^^l^a^a^m+l.

and

^^ ^ l^a ^m^a-

Here ^ and ^3 are in G^i, while ^ is in G^. The factor ^ acts on V^ as the scalar
a^(^)=<p^). Then because o is orthogonal to a^^ the factor ^3 may be suppressed.
By the independence of a^ and a^.^ (see 7.15 rf^)) we may also suppress ^. Thus
^o^co= ^(^^o^^o ^ 9a(^)^aW on V^, by 4) of 7. i4. Combining this with (*) above,
we get c ) .
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6) Proof of b) and d). — By applying to G an automorphism which fixes T and
interchanges the roots a, and a^.^_, ( i ^ < z < m ) , we get b) from a) and d ) from c ) ,
if we observe that in the latter case we must take th^ product of u^ and u^^^m the opposite
order, so that u^ in 5) above must be replaced by (^+1, u^)u^ which because of the original
assumption on this commutator yields the extra term cp^.
9.17. Remark. — Observe that the extra term 9^, which turns out to be just
the term we need, owes its existence directly to the noncommutativity of X^ and X^.^.
This is only fair, since the present development does also.
n+l

9.18.

Corollary. — S (—1)^ ^ o on N" and ( — i ) ^ ^

on N / / /

-

If we use 9.15 and 9.163 then in the first case all terms cancel while in the second
the one term remains.
One may also express 9.18 thus: if G is represented as SL(TZ+ i), the elements
of N" have i as a characteristic value, those of N"' do not.
9.19. Corollary. — Let p and V be as in 6.10. Let f be the function
n+1
OT.4-1

(q, . . . , ^ ) — S (—i)'^ (CQ=C^^^= i), and\" andV' the subvarieties of V defined by f==o

and y=t= o, respectively.
a) p maps N" and N"' isomorphically onto V" and V".
b) All elements of N'" are regular.
The functions ^ (^=1= m, m-\-1) and ^ may be used as coordinates on N" by 9.12
and 7.1. So may the functions ^ (z=(= m), in terms of which the first set may be expressed
by the recursive solution of a), b) and d ) of 9.15. The latter functions are the images
under p of the canonical coordinates of V excluding the w^, which may be taken as
coordinates on V". Thus p maps N" isomorphically onto V". The proof for N'"
and V" is similar: first we normalize u^ and ^ +1 as in 9.16, which is permissible by 9.4,
and then in 9.16 we solve in turn for 9^ (see 9.18),^ and y^a. The second isomorphism
in a) implies that the differentials d^ are independent at all points ofN'", whence 1.5
implies b).
9.20. Remark. — One can show that the regular elements of N" are those for
n+l

which

S (—iWv.4=o.
o
'
Now we can prove 9.7 and 9.11. By 9.13 we have a ) , and by 9.19 we have b)
and c ) , thus by b) also d ) . The argument using k^ and I\ in the proof of 9.4 may be
used to reduce the proof of e ) to the case in which G consists of a single component.
Proceeding as in the proof of 9.4 we are reduced to proving that the part ofN" and N"'
corresponding to the indices m, m + i , and a can be constructed over k. Since a
is over k, so are T^ and X^, and we can form X^ over k by 9.3. Finally, by
Hilbert's theorem [n, p. 159] and the A:i, I\ reduction referred to above, we can
choose u^ and u^^.^ in 9. n so that the class of z^A+i in X^X^_^XJX^ is over k,
whence e ) .
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§ io. Some cohomological applications
The convention in § 9 concerning k and K continues.
First we prove 1.8. We recall that H1^, G) consists of all cocycles from the
Galois group F to the group G, that is, functions y->^ which satisfy 9.3, modulo the
equivalence relation, {x^)^{x^) if x^==a~lx^{a) for some a in G and all y ln PFor the significance of this concept, as well as its basic properties, the reader is referred
to [n, 12, 13]. We start with an arbitrary cocycle (^) and wish to construct an equivalent one with values in a torus over k. Assume first that k is finite. Let q be the
order of A, and (3 the q^ power homomorphism. By Lang's theorem [5] there exists
a in G such that a~lx^^{a) == i. Since [B and any subgroup I\ of finite index generate F
(in other words, the Galois group of any finite extension of k is generated by the
restriction of (B), it follows from 9.3 b) that a~lx^{a) = i for all y? whence (^)^(i).
Assume now that k is infinite. We form ^(G), the group G twisted by the cocycle x
(see, e.g., [13]). This is a group over A:, isomorphic to G over K. IfA:(G) is identified
with G, then y in F acts on A:(G) as A:(y) ==^(^)OY; here i{x^) denotes the inner automorphism by x^. By 2.15 and the Rosenlicht density theorem [6, p. 44] there exists
in x{G) an element^ which is strongly regular and over k. Thus
(*)z(^)y(^) ==jy for all y in r.
Hence the conjugacy class of y in G is over A, whence by i . 7 it contains an
element ^ over k. Writing y = i{d)^ with a in G, and substituting into (*), we conclude
that a~lx ^{a) is in the centralizer of^:, a torus because ^ is strongly regular, and over k
because ^ is, whence i. 8.
lo.i.

Corollary. — The assumption of semisimplicity in 1 . 8 can be dropped.

In other

words, G can be any simply connected^ connected linear group with a Borel subgroup over k.

By applying the semisimple case to G divided by its radical, we are reduced to
the case in which G is solvable, which we henceforth assume. As in 9.4 we can find
a Gartan subgroup C over A, and then the unique maximal torus T of G is over k and
maximal also in G (see [8, p. 7-01 to p. 7-04]), whence we have over k the decomposition G === UT, with U the unique maximal unipotent subgroup. Now let y —>x^ = u^
be a cocycle. Then (L) is also a cocycle, and (u^) is a cocycle in the group U twisted
by (^). Since U is unipotent, the last cocycle is trivial: u^-=at^(a) ~lt^l for some
a in U, by [12, Prop. 3.11]. Then (^) == (^y^)" 1 )^^), whence io. i follows.
Next we consider 1.9. Assume that a) holds. By [12, Prop. 3.1.2] we have
H^/;, G) =o in case G is a torus, hence, by 1.8, also in case G is simply connected,
semisimple, and contains a Borel subgroup over k, and then, by [12, Prop. 3.1.4] 5 in
case " simply connected " is replaced by " adjoint ". Now ifGis an arbitrary semisimple
adjoint group (over A, of course), there exists a group Go split over k and isomorphic
to G over K, and the argument of [13, p. III-I2] together with H^A, Gg) = o shows
that G contains a Borel subgroup over k, whence ?(^3 G) ==o by the result above.
By [12, Prop. 3.1.4 Cor.] it now follows that b) holds in general. Now a result of
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Springer [13, p. III-i6, Th. 3] asserts that if dim k<, i and G and S are as in c ) , then
there exists a principal homogeneous space P and a G-map from P to S, all over k.
By b), P has a point over k, hence so does S, whence c ) .
10.2. Corollary. — Let k be a perfect field of dim^ i, and G a connected linear group
over k.
a) G contains a Borel subgroup over k.
b) Each conjugacy class over k contains an element over k.
Observe that b) is the same as i . 10. Both results follow from 1.9. In the first
case we take as the homogeneous space the variety of Borel subgroups, in the second case
the conjugacy class under consideration.
10.3.

Corollary. — If k is as above and G is simply connected^ the natural map from the

set of semisimple classes of G^ to the set of semisimple classes of G over k is bijective.

By 10.2 a) and 9.9 the map is surjective. To prove injectivity we must show
that if x and y are semisimple elements of G^ which are conjugate in G they are also
conjugate in G^. We have axa~l=y with a in G. Then for y in F we have
T^)^^)"'1^, whence a'1^^) is in G^. Now y-^^Y^) is a cocycle and Gp is
connected (cf. 2.10), and over k because x is. Thus by 1.9 there exists b in G^ such
that b~la~l^[a)^{b} = i for all y. Thus ab is over k, and x and^» are conjugate in Gj^,
under ab in fact, whence 10.3.
10.4. Remarks. — a) For regular classes 10.3 is false, since regular elements
ofG^ conjugate in G need not be conjugate in G^.
b) For the split adjoint group of type Ay over any field k one can show, by the
usual normal forms, that any elements of G^, semisimple or not, are conjugate in G^ if
they are conjugate in G. Does the same result hold for the other simple types, and is it
enough to assume a Borel subgroup over k?
§ ii« Added in proof
M. Kneser has informed me that in i . 8 the assumption that G is simply connected
can be dropped. Ifk is finite, the proof is as before (see § 10). If A: is infinite, the key
point is that the group x{G) of the proof of i .8 can be constructed even if (Xy) is only
a cocycle modulo the centre of G, so that if G is simply connected such a <( cocycle 5?
is equivalent to one with values in a torus over k. By applying this to the simply connected
covering group of a group which is as in i . 8 but not simply connected, we get the improved
version of 1.8. Proceeding then as in the proof of 10.1 we can drop the assumption
of semisimplicity. The result is:
ii. i.

Theorem. — Let k be a perfect field and G a connected linear group which is over k

and contains a Borel subgroup over k.

Then each element of H^A:, G) can be represented by a

cocycle whose values are in a torus over k.

Using 11.1 we now give a simplified proof of the implication a)—^b) of 1.9.
The assumption dimk^i is used only in the proof, for which we refer the
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reader to [12, Prop. 3.1.2], that H^, G)=o
show:

if G is a torus over A-, since we

11.2. Theorem. — Let k be a perfect field and n a positive integer such that H^A;, T) =o
for every torus T of rank n and over k. Then H1^, G)=o for every connected linear group G
of rank n and over k.
By 11. i and the assumption in 11.2 we have
(*) H l (A;,G)=o if G in 11.2 contains a Borel subgroup over k.
In the general case let R be the radical of G and Z the centre of G/R. There exists
a group Go (the split one, e.g.) which is over k and contains a Borel subgroup B over k,
and an isomorphism cp over K of Go onto (G/R)/Z. Since Go is a centreless semisimple
group, we have the split extension Aut Go=GoE, in which E is a finite group which
fixes B (see [8, p. 17-07, Prop. i]). For yeF, write ^~\W=g^(g^G^ ^eE). Then
(^) is a cocycle and (^) is a cocycle in the group Go twisted by (^y). In this group (g )
is equivalent to the trivial cocycle by (*) because B is over k. Thus {g^) is equivalent
to (^) in H^A;, Aut Go), whence cp may be normalized so that ^~\^)=e
Then
<pB is a Borel subgroup over k in (G/R)/Z, and its inverse image is one in G, whence
H^,G)=o by (*).
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